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WinCAM® 2000 is a screen-recording and editing software that will record all screen activities, from the movement of the mouse to
application processes and keyboard inputs to the execution of any program. Its innovative object-editing tools let you insert caption

boxes, graphics, images, narration, background music, and sound effects in all different layers in the easiest way. Versatile frame-by-
frame editing tools will help make your movie look clean and give it that professional-looking cut. Special Edition features an AVI

codec with the WinCam video codec (a smaller AVI file size than any codec), slide-mode recording, SWF conversion, and full
interactive features. This new version comes with WinDraw which allows you to draw on your screen while you are recording in

REAL TIME. Limitations: ￭ 15 day trial Read more WinCAM 2000 Pro is a screen-recording and editing software that will record all
screen activities, from the movement of the mouse to application processes and keyboard inputs to the execution of any program. Its
innovative object-editing tools let you insert caption boxes, graphics, images, narration, background music, and sound effects in all

different layers in the easiest way. Versatile frame-by-frame editing tools will help make your movie look clean and give it that
professional-looking cut. Special Edition features an AVI codec with the WinCam video codec (a smaller AVI file size than any

codec), slide-mode recording, SWF conversion, and full interactive features. This new version comes with WinDraw which allows
you to draw on your screen while you are recording in REAL TIME. Limitations: ￭ 15 day trial Read more The world's first

screencasting studio is now even more complete. It was designed from the ground up for the single-minded task of video recording. It
offers more features and interfaces than most software and even fewer limitations. Most notably, it's completely free of charge, and

available to anyone who wants it. It's called WinCAM® Studio: a screencast studio without any hidden costs. Description:
WinCAM® Studio is a screen-recording and editing software that will record all screen activities, from the movement of the mouse

to application processes and keyboard inputs to the execution of any program. Its innovative object-editing tools let you insert caption
boxes, graphics, images, narration, background music, and sound effects in all different
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Print Screen sends a BMP image from the screen to a printer port or to an attached image file. With Print Screen you can save a copy
of an area of the screen to your hard drive or to an attached file. The copied area of the screen can be up to the size of the screen. The
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copied area can be manipulated like an image and even printed. In addition, you can use Print Screen to capture the screen, provide a
copy to an image file or to a printer. Features: Copies a screen area to a file or printer in BMP format Paintbrush lets you paint a

selection area on the screen and easily create graphics Draw allows you to easily draw on the screen Creation of new windows in the
traditional Windows 3.1 style Opening of existing Windows The ability to control a third-party application Automatically builds the
name of the file with the time and date of the capture Easy, direct screenshot of the screen Functions: Clear Windows: sends all the

windows that are opened on the screen to a file or to the printer in the Windows format. The ability to capture all screen areas
WinCopy: sends a copy of an area of the screen to a file or to the printer Creating of new windows in the traditional Windows style Is
activated by ALT-F5 or ESCAPE Is able to capture a segment of the screen Paste: can paste an area of the screen The ability to copy
an area of the screen and paste it in a new window Control a third-party application Copy a rectangle area of the screen and paste it
elsewhere in a new window The ability to import: Microsoft.BMP files Paintbrush strokes Drawing objects Freeze the screen Lets

you work with PNG (Microsoft Format) files Import large.PNG files Step-by-step tutorial Allows you to use a host of diverse
Graphics and Image Processing applications Hints and tips to help you create great looking movies Allows you to save the screen just
like a printer Opens a completely new windows onto the screen Paintbrush lets you draw in the screen Editing functions: Full screen

editing: allow you to move the entire image Copy to clipboard: allows you to make a screenshot and paste it Number of image frames:
allows you to optimize the size of your image or video file Allows you to make a virtual delete in the image Possible 6a5afdab4c
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Wincam is a great new program, developed specially for use in the classroom. This software lets you easily and quickly make screen-
recording movies and slide shows. You can record what you are watching on your computer screen, or you can use your webcam to
capture an image of a slide or board presentation, letting you show a movie of a lecture, class, or even a presentation. WinCAM can
be the teacher's tool to create an easy-to-use, engaging software. You don't need to be a guru to get a good result with WinCAM -- you
simply insert special effects, introduce narration, add text titles, and record your class. WinCAM comes with special effects and talk-
over you can create professional videos without a video editor. Why? WinCAM's animation technique lets you insert "animation
effects" in all layers in your movie, allowing you to play with the text, graphics, and pictures as you're recording your movie. And you
can add narration to your movie simply by pressing the talk-over button on your keyboard. You can record your slideshow right away
and load the result into a DVD Burner. This allows you to record a DVD or burn your slideshow on CD so you can put it on an e-mail
or put it on a website. If you use Crossover Player to play PowerPoint files, you can also use WinCAM to record PowerPoint
presentations. Trial Version limitations: ￭ 30 day trial WinCAM 2000 Trial Version Description: WinCAM is the leading screen-
recording and editing software to create professional-looking movies, presentations and slideshows. This trial version of WinCAM
2000 allows you to view, edit, and save your movies. Applying special effects, graphic settings, and adding text titles or narration is
easy. This new version comes with WinDraw which allows you to draw on your screen while you are recording in REAL TIME.
WinCAM 2000 Special Edition Features: ￭ 15 day trial - WinCAM, the best screen-recording and editing software - You can view,
edit, and save your movies - No limit on the number of videos you can save - You can also perform different functions in each layer
in your movie - Supports graphic, animation, and speech effects - Includes your choice of 3,000 background music tracks - Preview
your movie on any computer monitor - Save it

What's New In WinCAM 2000 Special Edition?

*** If you are looking for a complete screen-recording and editing software with features such as screen capture, screen capture and
recording, screen recording, video and screen capture recording, screen capture, screen capture, screen capture editing, screen capture
editing, screen capture, screen capture and recording, screen capture and editing software with special edition, WinCAM 2000 has
that and more. WinCAM 2000 is an extremely easy-to-use, multi-platform and multi-functional screen-recording and editing software
that will record all screen activities, from the movement of the mouse to application processes and keyboard inputs to the execution
of any program. Its innovative object-editing tools let you insert caption boxes, graphics, images, narration, background music, and
sound effects in all different layers in the easiest way. Versatile frame-by-frame editing tools will help make your movie look clean
and give it that professional-looking cut. Special Edition features an AVI codec with the WinCam video codec (a smaller AVI file
size than any codec), slide-mode recording, SWF conversion, and full interactive features. This new version comes with WinDraw
which allows you to draw on your screen while you are recording in REAL TIME. Limitations: ￭ 15 day trial WinCAM 2000 is a
screen-recording and editing software that will record all screen activities, from the movement of the mouse to application processes
and keyboard inputs to the execution of any program. Its innovative object-editing tools let you insert caption boxes, graphics, images,
narration, background music, and sound effects in all different layers in the easiest way. Versatile frame-by-frame editing tools will
help make your movie look clean and give it that professional-looking cut. Special Edition features an AVI codec with the WinCam
video codec (a smaller AVI file size than any codec), slide-mode recording, SWF conversion, and full interactive features. This new
version comes with WinDraw which allows you to draw on your screen while you are recording in REAL TIME. Limitations: ￭ 15
day trial WinCAM 2000 is a screen-recording and editing software that will record all screen activities, from the movement of the
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mouse to application processes and keyboard inputs to the execution of any program. Its innovative object-editing tools let you insert
caption boxes, graphics, images, narration, background music, and sound effects in all different layers in
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System Requirements For WinCAM 2000 Special Edition:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later. Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later. Processor: 1.4 GHz
Pentium III or higher. 1.4 GHz Pentium III or higher. RAM: 256 MB or more of RAM. 256 MB or more of RAM. Hard Drive: 150
MB free hard drive space or more. 150 MB free hard drive space or more. Video Card: 128 MB or higher. 128 MB or higher.
DirectX: Version 9.0c Recommended:
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